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Culinary Corner: Holiday Treats
Brownies topped with crushed peppermint candies

by Caylah Bannon and Coleen Guillermo
Business Manager and Lifestyle Editor
use a pre-mix from your local
market or make them by scratch,
but in this case we are going to
make them by scratch because
it is a great way to show others that you are a great baker. .
Preheat the oven to 350 to
speed up the process, and
then spray an 8x8 baking dish
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minutes. Add your eggs one at a
time, stirring after each addition,
and for that sweet flavor, stir in
some vanilla! For that chocolatey taste, add your favorite cocoa powder until well blended.
Add baking soda and salt and
combine it by stirring, pour the batter into the prepared baking dish.
These treats will bake for 1820 minutes or until the toothpick inserted in the center comes

For that bite of peppermint, add
peppermint extract, but work
quickly by whisking in the extract and immediately spreading the melted candy over the
cooled brownies. The candy
will thicken if it is not put on the
brownie quickly, but it should
still be spreadable. After doing
so, crush peppermint candies
and place them on top of the
decadent to ensure a bite of pep-
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pend your time making
decadent and easy treats for
the holidays this winter break.
These treats are perfect for having a night in, hanging with some
friends, and watching Christmas movies. It’s time to whip
out some of your cooking skills,
and bring out that inner chef by
making this quick and easy treat.
When the Christmas season
comes around the main sweet
we instantly think of is the red
and white cane. That’s right, the
Candy Cane, the peppermint
cane of joy. Candy canes are
always a great a treat to bring
out during the holidays and is a
staple to many in their desserts.
You can now enjoy a peppermint
treat with a bite of chocolate.
This will be our main ingredient
in the dessert for our peppermint
bark brownies. A great balance
between mint and sweet chocolate. Even if you’re not a peppermint fan, you will fall in love with
these brownies as they are delightful and chewy to the tongue.
For the brownies you can either
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tarting from the sugar craze
that begins with Halloween and
finishing with the end of the
year feasts, the average American is at risk to put on weight
because Americans often see
the holidays as a time where it
is socially acceptable to overeat.
The media is constantly exaggerating that every year the average
person gains 7 to the 10 pounds.
In reality, most Americans tend
to gain no more than two pounds.
Even though it does not seem
like it is something to worry
about, last year Physiology &
Health published a review that
Americans do not ever seem to
lose the weight that is gained
during the holiday season.
This leads to a never-ending cycle of eating for nine weeks and
continuous gaining of a couple
pounds that Americans do not
seem to lose. After years of build
up from the holiday weight gain,
health problems can occur such
as obesity, heart disease, and type
2 diabetes. During the holiday
season the people who seem to
be most at risk are the ones that
are overweight and formerly
overweight, although everyone
should be aware of their eating habits during the festivities.
There is a number of things
that contribute to the holiday
weight gain such as the social
pressure of overeating during

-1/2 Cup of butter
-3/4 Cup of sugar
-1 tsp of vanilla
extract

-1/2 Cup of
unsweetened
baking cocoa
-1/2 Cup of allpurpose flour
-1/4 tsp of baking
soda
-1/8 tsp of salt

These delicious peppermint bark brownies topped with candied melts will leave your guests wanting more

with non-stick cooking spray.
Then in a large saucepan,
melt butter over medium heat.
Add sugar and stir until it dissolves, remove the pan from the
heat and allow it cool for a few

Holiday season puts Americans at risk for weight gain
Staff Writer

Ingredients

-2 eggs

America’s Nine Week Festive Binge
by Caridad Valle

thekennedyword.com

the festivities, stress, broken
routines, and emotional associations. As reported by researchers at the National Institutes of
Health, studies have shown that
in the past 20 years there is a
sharp decrease in exercise, but
calorie intake remains the same.
Junior, Jahaira Cardenas ex-

-10 oz white candy
melts

out clean, and then you can remove it to a wire rack to cool
While you wait for the brownies
to cool, melt white candy melts so
they are added on top of the brownies for more richness in flavor.

permint and chocolate madness!
Then serve it on a Christmas
decorated platter to get into the
holiday spirit and entertain your
guests with an amazing dessert
that will leave them wanting more!

-1/4 tsp
peppermint
extract

plains that over the holidays, it’s
harder to keep from eating more.
“I tend to ignore portion control
during the holiday season, and
I tend to eat more sweets than I
usually would. I try my best to
stay conscious of my weight gain
by balancing healthier foods and
sweets. This year I plan to strategize, no overeating. I personally
have to work harder on portion
control and make sure that I don’t

end up gaining more weight.”
Some ways to avoid the holiday
weight gain is to set some goals
ahead of time. It is possible yo
enjoy the holidays without having to overdo it. The general
population doesn't seem to exercise during the holiday period.
Americans binge for a nine week
period and then allow themselves to postpone weight loss
until New Years.Take action, be

rational, and be strict with portion control. People shouldn’t fall
for the temptation of eating until
they feel sick. It is also important
to continue exercising during the
winter season to help maintain
current weight and help keep
down the holiday weight gain.
Instead of feasting, Americans
should focus their attention to
spending the holidays with their
friends, family, and loved ones.

The holiday festivities encourages Americans to overeat excessively and irrationally, which results in the nine-week binge

